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President’s Report
The 2020-21 year has been a challenge for all Australians due to the Covid-19 virus,
impacts including restrictions on activities. Cumberland Land Conservancy Inc has
suffered to some extent by the restrictions but I expect the greater impact will be felt
from the outbreak of the Delta variant which took hold within the broader community
of Sydney commencing June 2021 and continuing into the 2021-22 year.
The most welcome drought-breaking rain which came in February 2020 has been followed up with
good, recurring rain through to the end of the 2020-21 year. This has been a “double-edged sword”.
It has brought regeneration of native vegetation species which adorn our properties, including some
which are listed as threatened under environmental conservation legislation and a couple not
previously seen by us on the property since taking up ownership. On the other hand, the weeds have
regenerated as well and trying to get ahead of the weed seeding process has been an urgent and
burdensome exercise. Contract labour has been in full swing to address the problem.
Volunteer opportunities continued throughout the year and I thank those who put in time managing
the properties in ownership of the membership. Bushcare, Streamwatch, bird surveys, vertebrate pest
management and vegetation planting regimes all benefitted from the contribution of volunteers.
We were able to conduct the annual tour of properties (cancelled in 2020 due to Covid-19 restrictions)
in May 2021 and participants expressed appreciation for the conservation initiative being achieved on
the properties. On that note, I once again express my deep appreciation for Melissa McIntosh, Federal
Member for Lindsay, who sought and obtained a Commonwealth grant under the Environment
Restoration Fund to fund much needed contract work on our properties. The grant is expected to
continue into the next reporting year and is very much needed for what were once grazing properties
or just left idle to be overrun with weeds for decades and more.
I also thank my colleagues on the Executive and the members of the Property Management Committee
who put in extra time for meetings to discuss and resolve issues associated with the functioning of
Cumberland Land Conservancy Inc and managing the properties in our care. Particularly, I thank Linda
Brown for all her work and wish her well in the expected birth of a healthy and much loved baby.

President
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Our Purpose
Cumberland Land Conservancy Inc (CLC) is a
volunteer operated not-for-profit charity
dedicated to acquiring land for conservation.
Our principal focus is on the ‘Cumberland
Plain’ of Sydney, one of the most heavily
cleared landscapes in Australia. This region is
now being cleared and developed at a more
rapid rate than before and with insufficient
priority toward conserving key linkages.

This work would not be possible without the support
of our members, volunteers and sponsors – our
longest serving sponsor being Hally Labels. To an
even greater extent, the Commonwealth
Government, through former Environment Minister,
The Hon Greg Hunt MP, has been vital for the ‘kick
start’ of the CLC initiative. Each CLC member is a coowner in CLC properties and custodian on behalf of
all the residents and wildlife of Western Sydney

CLC aims to secure biodiversity corridors
through engagement with and empowering
the community while partnering with
government and business toward the goal of
establishing and managing the corridors.

Scenes from the four CLC owned and managed properties © Mark Fuller/CLC
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Who We Are
CLC is a completely volunteer driven not-for-profit charity. Our executive committee are elected by
popular vote at the Annual General Meeting.
Our current office bearers are as follows:
President – Wayne Olling Wayne brings a wealth of experience to the CLC having
volunteered as an advocate for the Cumberland Plain environment with numerous
conservation organisations for more than 20 years. In addition to his role for the
CLC Wayne is Manager – Flora & Fauna with Blacktown & District Environment
Group Inc.
Vice President – Karen Barron Karen is a part-time Teacher of Natural Area
Restoration and Conservation & Land Management at Richmond College TAFE and
has vast experience and knowledge of restoration from working throughout the
Cumberland Plain. Karen’s connection with CLC’s acquisition, ‘Wombat’, goes back
to the initial weed control program in late nineties.
Treasurer – Doug Meredith Doug has had a life-long interest in conservation and
biodiversity, particularly avian fauna. He is a member of CPA Australia, has a degree
in accounting & economics, a master’s degree in accounting, a master’s degree in
business administration and a graduate certificate in applied finance & investment,
using these in many years’ experience in accounting, finance and management
within the public, government and not for profit sectors.
Secretary and Public Officer – Antony Lewis Antony is a degree engineer in the
food industry with a childhood background playing in Hunts Creek and Lake
Parramatta. He is a long-time environment advocate who is also current Secretary
of Blacktown & District Environment Group, and a community representative on
Parramatta River Catchment Group and Blacktown Council Environment Advisory
Committee.
Scientific Officer – Yogesh Nair Yogesh has 11 years of experience in bushland
conservation, restoration, site supervision, project management, environment
consultant (Botanist & Ecologist) including veg assessments and developing
management plans. Qualifications include CLM III; Advanced Dip. App. Environmental
Management; BSc and MSc in Biodiversity Conservation. management plans.
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Our Conservation Impact
Our core purpose is the acquisition of land for
conservation, especially the protection of
wildlife corridors. Year 2020-21 saw continued
weeding on the 49.61 ha of land under
management and continued presence of the
fauna we protect. The land is owned by the
members of CLC with each parcel subject to a
Conservation Agreement with the NSW
Biodiversity Conservation Trust to protect and
restore native flora and wildlife.

CLC is the only community-based organisation
presently securing corridors in the Cumberland Plain.
All of our properties now protect key links in the
Cumberland Conservation Corridor. Our properties in
corridor context are shown in the map on page 8.

As suggested already, CLC has a particular
focus on biodiversity corridors. Corridors are
vital for maintaining connection between the
small patches of habitat in the Cumberland
Plain - none of which are of sufficient scale to
survive in isolation. Corridors are also vital in
providing links for migratory wildlife including
a number of endangered bird species which
rely on the Cumberland Plain.
CLC targets acquisitions in the Cumberland
Conservation Corridor, a corridor plan for the
region developed by community volunteers &
biodiversity experts. The Cumberland
Conservation Corridor was incorporated,
largely unmodified, into the NSW
Government's Biodiversity Investment
Opportunity map for the Cumberland IBRA
Subregion.

(above) Connected corridors are essential for
sustaining populations of larger terrestrial fauna such
as shown above. © CLC (top) © Mark Fuller (bottom)
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Conservation Property Portfolio
Habitat protected forever...
Property

Area (hectares) Endangered Ecological Communities & Threatened
Species

‘Wallaroo’, Mulgoa

38.86

Cumberland Plain Woodland Cumberland Riverflat
Eucalypt Forest
Cumberland Plain Land Snail (Meridolum corneovirens)
White-bellied Sea Eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster) Varied
Sittella (Daphoenositta chrysoptera)
East-coast Freetail Bat (Mormopterus norfolkensis)
Eastern Bent-winged Bat (Miniopterus schreibersii
oceanensis)
Fishing Bat (Myotis macropus)
Grey-headed Flying Fox (Pteropus poliocephalus)
Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus)

‘Thornbill’, Agnes Banks 2.20

Cumberland Shale-Gravel Transition Forest Cumberland
Plain Land Snail (Meridolum corneovirens) Gravel Pea
(Dillwynia tenuifolia) Nodding Geebung (Persoonia
nutans)
Square-tailed Kite (Lophoictinia isura)

‘Marsdenia’, Llandilo

3.75

Cumberland Plain Woodland
Cumberland Plain Land Snail (Meridolum corneovirens)
Native Pear (Marsdenia viridiflora subsp. viridiflora)
Sydney Bush-pea (Pultenaea parviflora)
Juniper-leaf Grevillea (Grevillea juniperina)
Grey-headed Flying Fox (Pteropus poliocephalus)

‘Wombat’, Regentville

4.80

Total area protected

49.61 hectares

Cumberland Plain Woodland Shale-Sandstone Transition
Forest
Dural Land Snail (Pommerhelix duralensis) Varied Sittella
(Daphoenositta chrysoptera)
Grey-headed Flying Fox (Pteropus poliocephalus)
15 threatened species
4 endangered ecological communities
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‘Wombat’
‘Wombat’ is a gift to CLC by TransGrid and is
well endowed with canopy and a carpet of
the native grass Microlaena stipoides. It is
also rich in fauna activity including birds
which inhabit and migrate between the
eastern limits of the Blue Mountains and the
western limits of the Cumberland Plain.

The property is a key link between Blue Mountains
National Park and Mulgoa Nature Reserve. These
east-west links are critical to the annual migration of
Scarlet, Flame and Rose Robins, which migrate from
the Blue Mountains to the fertile Cumberland Plain
each winter.

(above) Wedge-tailed Eagle being pursued by
an Australian Raven over ‘Wombat’. © Mark
Fuller (below) Silvereyes perched on a branch
at ‘Wombat’. © Mark Fuller

The rural dam on the property filled in February 2020
and another downpour in February 2021 caused the
dam wall to fail. It is too costly to repair so we will
prevail with half dam water storage capacity.
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‘Wallaroo’
‘Wallaroo’ is a 38.86 hectare property at
Mulgoa entrusted to CLC by the
Commonwealth Government via the former
NSW Nature Conservation Trust. ‘Wallaroo’
protects critically endangered Cumberland
Plain Woodland, River-flat Eucalypt Forest,
Alluvial Woodland and affords habitat and/or
foraging for eight endangered species.

‘Wallaroo’ is a former grazing property and contains
significant areas of exotic vegetation as well as other
areas in need of weed and feral animal management.
This site is the majo r focus of our restoration
efforts and community engagement. CLC has two
equipment sheds and a toilet. We run regular
volunteer working bees, wildlife surveys and
education events at the site.

(left) Azure Kingfisher © Mark Fuller (above) some
Streamwatch and bushcare volunteers (below)
Swamp Wallaby in dam swimming in background of
pic – all pics at ‘Wallaroo’.
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‘Thornbill’
‘Thornbill’ at Agnes Banks protects 2.2 hectares
of high conservation bushland in Sydney’s north
west. The property forms part of a key corridor
between the woodland on Western Sydney
University Richmond Campus and the Agnes
Banks Nature Reserve.

This acquisition was entrusted to CLC by the
Commonwealth Government via the former
NSW Nature Conservation Trust. It protects
Critically Endangered Shale-Gravel Transition
Forest; Alluvial Woodland; the endangered
Cumberland Plain Land Snail (Meridolum
corneovirens), Persoonia nutans and vulnerable
Dillwynia tenuifolia.

(left) regenerating Leptosperma parvifolium
(above) regenerating Persoonia nutans (below)
Eastern Grey Kangaroos © Natale James
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'Marsdenia'
This Llandilo property is 3.75 ha of high
quality conservation bushland and part of a
key corridor between the Wianamatta
Regional Park and the Wianamatta Nature
Reserve. It was entrusted to CLC in 2017 by
the Commonwealth Government via the
former NSW Nature Conservation Trust.
The site is located within the Richmond
Woodlands Key Biodiversity Area (KBA)
which protects the critically endangered

Regent Honeyeater and Swift Parrot.
The site protects Critically Endangered Cumberland
Plain Woodland and threatened flora including:
● Cumberland Plain Land Snail (Endangered, NSW)
● Grevillea juniperina subsp. juniperina
(Vulnerable, NSW)
● Marsdenia viridiflora var. viridiflora (Endangered
population NSW)
● Pultenaea parviflora (Endangered, NSW;
Vulnerable Commonwealth)

(above left) Dodonaea viscosa subsp. cuneata (above right) Hardenbergia violacea and Cumberland
Plain Woodland (below) at ‘Marsdenia’ © Mark Fuller/CLC
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Restoring Our Properties
CLC applies best practice conservation
management. Our properties are being
restored under a comprehensive Plan of
Management developed in partnership with
conservation experts.

Bush Regeneration
Bush regeneration is a key activity on all our
properties with discreet planting regimes.
Bush regeneration focuses on enhancing
potential for native seed species in the soil
through use of selective hand control of weeds
to tip the balance in favour of native species.
This is a slower process but one which
produces lasting results and a resilient
ecosystem.

CLC is grateful for the Commonwealth Government
(via the Community Environment Program and
Environment Restoration Fund) and Melissa
McIntosh, Member for Lindsay, who secured the
funding from both schemes, the latter of which
enables us to carry out works through to December
2022.
CLC is also thankful for the ongoing support of Hally
Labels in the 2020-2021 year.

(above) Mother-of-Millions is the dominant weed to
be overcome at ‘Marsdenia’. © Wayne Olling (left)
Volunteer bushcarer Lisa Kemp weeding on one of our
regular volunteer bushcare days.

The majority of contractor engaged bush regeneration works are targeted at ‘Wallaroo’ and ‘Wombat’,
our most historically impacted properties. Management of Mother-of-Millions at ‘Marsdenia’ has
suffered due to the delay of two years in having a Rural Fire Service/Fire & Rescue managed
ecological/hazard reduction burn. ‘Thornbill’ is now totally under volunteer management.
CLC is a registered and insured Landcare group and we host monthly bushcare activities – 1st Saturday
at ‘Marsdenia’, 2nd Saturday at ‘Wallaroo’, 3rd Saturday at ‘Wombat’ and 4th Saturday at ‘Thornbill’.
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Pest Management
Vertebrate pest management is essential to
protect fauna and flora. Deer, foxes, carp and,
more recently a rogue alsation/dingo cross at
CLC properties ‘Wallaroo’ and ‘Wombat’ being
the main focus of activity.
Deer are an increasing problem in Greater
Sydney. They display aggressive and
intimidating behavior to residents, livestock
and native herbivores. Antler rubbing and
browsing damages native flora.
CLC undertakes recurring deer culls and
continues to engage with the community and
work with stakeholders through the Mulgoa
Vertebrate Pest Management Group in
association with Greater Sydney Local Land
Services to this end.
Foxes decimate native wildlife. Mange
affected foxes can also transfer the disease to
Wombats. We anticipate problems for fauna
with the emergence, in Mulgoa area, of a
rogue alsation/dingo cross. We will monitor
and address the problem.

(top left) Deer observed (top right) Fox observed
(centre left) Alsation/Dingo cross (centre right) Carp
catch (bottom left) Community pest management
meeting. © CLC

Operations

In April 2021, CLC held a workshop aimed at
engaging Mulgoa land owners in a coordinated program of fox and deer control.

Since fox baiting operations commenced a few years
ago, 12 tethered baits have been taken and 12 CPEs
have been fired. More than 20 foxes have been
removed over those years.

Carp present as a threat to native fish species
and adversely impact on creek bank stability.
Our Streamwatch activities regularly pursue
carp. During the year, 6 carp were caught and
all in the first 6 months of the year.

During the year, Deer culls were attempted at
‘Wallaroo’ and hide shoots at ‘Wombat’ but the
location of deer each time posed human safety risk
so no shoots occurred. Culls will continue.
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Fire Management
Fire is a recurring element of the
Cumberland Plain. Ecosystems
accommodate, even benefit from, the
occurrence of fires so long as the fires are
not too frequent.
Today, fire is a necessary tool in maintaining
asset protection, ecological processes and
control of weeds.
CLC has developed a detailed Fire
Management plan for each property in
consultation with the Rural Fire Service, Fire
and Rescue and nearby neighbours.

CLC currently undertakes ecological burns, whether
broader scale burns or pile burns, in collaboration
with the Rural Fire Service and/or Fire and Rescue.
No burns occurred in 2020-21 though a burn was
planned for ‘Marsdenia’ but periodic rainfall from
February 2020 through to the end of the hazard
reduction burn season in October 2020 and
continuing into Winter 2021.
Pile burns were undertaken at ‘Wallaroo’ and
‘Wombat’ and it was pleasing to see this means
disposing of weed seeds amassed after weeding but
also the emergence of native species after the burns,
particularly Acacias.

Series of pics showing one of several pile burns at ‘Wallaroo’ and ‘Wombat’ which removes weeds and
seeds and allows regeneration of native flora species © CLC
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Wildlife Recovery
Covid restrictions meant we did not venture
into large human involvement events. The
focus was more on business-as-usual matters
such as weed removal and discreet plantings.
Healthy numbers of Kangaroos, Wallaroos and
Wallabies are observed on ‘Wallaroo’ and bird
diversity numbers remain healthy, as before. All
sites had presence of Eastern Grey Kangaroos.
Being sadly aware that the government will
soon fell old growth trees with several active
hollows in Jamisontown, CLC undertook a tree
hollow acceleration project at ‘Wallaroo’ in
February 2021. We removed 12 dead branches
from live stubs in E. amplifolia trees and
roughed up the interior of the stubs to assist
fauna in removing the remaining dead wood for
habitat creation.

(top)

Sonar recording and physical observation
proved our dams at ‘Wallaroo’ are well
supplied with Fire-tailed Gudgeons and other
native fish and reason, therefore, why the dams
are often attended by water birds.
All 4 CLC sites show indications that birds are
willing to use the sites for nesting, thus
affording survival of species
(In order from top right) some of several
Eastern Grey Kangaroos; Arborist working a
stub to enhance habitat creation; Fire-tail
Gudgeon image – dams are well supplied with
this species and are well attended by water
birds; Willie Wagtail attending its nest and
chick at ‘Wallaroo’.
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Monitoring Our Success
Monitoring the effect of what we are doing is
critical to ensuring we are playing our part in
providing a refuge from ill effects of bush
clearing on the Cumberland Plain.
Regular monitoring includes weed density
mapping, photo points, threatened species
monitoring, native flora monitoring, terrestrial
wildlife survey (spotlighting and automated
camera methods), macroinvertebrate
sampling, bird and other fauna surveys.

structure, it is obvious that the site has been
cleared in the past, and how that has affected the
diversity on site today. Despite the years of land
use, the floristic survey shows a moderate diversity
in species composition and an overall high structure
throughout these areas of the site. Improving
diversity in composition will take time in future
floristic surveys to observe how the study area
regenerates post weed treatment and can be
encouraged using grassland burns or thinning thickets
of shrubs.”

This work has already informed our property
management and will be important as our
restoration efforts progress over time.

The three other sites under our care are less
problematic as ‘Wallaroo’. Overall, funding for
contract bushcare is needed in the long term.

Vegetation Monitoring
Monitoring vegetation health is key to
assessing and adapting our restoration
programs. For long term monitoring, photo
points and transects with nested quadrats are
used to assess canopy cover and plant species.
A specialist contractor team was engaged in
2020-21 to add to earlier mapping at the
larger property (‘Wallaroo’).
The report concluded: ”… the study area is in
moderate to high condition. Within the study
area, exotic species composition may be high,
but the overall richness is low to moderate,
which means with efficient weed treatment
such as flame-weeding and chemical
application, these species can be controlled,
reduced and eliminated over the long-term.
As for the diversity composition and

Mapping quadrat at ‘Wallaroo’ in late 2020. © CLC
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Fauna Monitoring
Casual and targeted fauna monitoring along
with camera observation identified varying
populations of Macropods at ‘Wallaroo’ but,
generally, on the increase. Wombat scats were
seen periodically at ‘Wallaroo’ but no burrow
found. Stable numbers of a small number of
Macropods were noted at ‘Wombat’ in
addition to continued activity of Wombats.
‘Marsdenia’ had transient presence of a
couple of Eastern Grey Kangaroos while
‘Thornbill’ continues to support a small mob of
Eastern Grey Kangaroos.
Red-bellied Black and Brown Snakes were seen
at ‘Wallaroo’ and a Red-bellied Black Snake
seen at ‘Wombat’. Turtles are in the dams at
‘Wallaroo’ and ‘Wombat’. Possum presence
has been observed at those two sites as well.
Avian fauna is addressed later in this report.

Four Galahs at ‘Thornbill’. © Natalie James

Soil Analysis
Due to a lack of funding CLC was not able to
undertake soil analysis this year.

Camera Observation
Usually, night time is when there is greater activity of
terrestrial fauna so cameras are needed to monitor
activity.

Swamp Wallaby investigates a dummy fox trap © CLC

Mum and juvenile Wombat © CLC

Koalas
Scats found previously were a one-off.
Later searches were disappointing. CLC
will continue to monitoring for Koalas.
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‘Streamwatch’
‘Wallaroo’ incorporates about 1km of Mulgoa Creek, a key regional waterbody. Monitoring this
aquatic ecosystem requires regular measures of water quality, fish, and macroinvertebrates.
CLC is a registered ‘Streamwatch’ group with
Greater Sydney Landcare Network which took
over the program from the Australian
Museum.
‘Streamwatch’ is a citizen science water
quality monitoring program empowering
community groups to monitor and protect
the health of local waterways.
CLC ‘Streamwatch’ volunteers undertake
monthly (2nd Saturday) readings of water
temperature, dissolved oxygen, phosphorous,
conductivity, turbidity and pH.

(above) Collecting stream sample © Linda Brown

Under capable leadership of Linda Brown,
participating volunteers learn how each
parameter influences water quality and take
an active part in the monitoring process. Once
the data is collected it is entered into a
database with the Australian Museum.
Macroinvertebrate surveys were also
conducted in the dams on ‘Wallaroo’. Surveys
indicate diversity and abundance of
macroinvertebrates was higher in the dams
compared to the creek. This is likely due to
predation by carp in the creek. Dams are an
artificial structure and a relic of past land use
but they are an important biodiversity refuge
for macroinvertebrates, native fish and
aquatic plants.

(above) Analysis of samples © Linda Brown

(above) Dam water vegetation © Linda Brown
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Bird Surveys
‘Wallaroo’

‘Marsdenia’

Monthly bird surveys recorded 102 species
comprising 3,084 individuals for 2020-21.
Over 200 volunteer hours were spent
conducting the monthly surveys by up to 12
individuals, split into two groups, the
‘Creekers’ and the ‘Hillbillies’ to cover habitat
areas along Mulgoa Creek and up in the Shale
Hills Woodland, spending 30 minutes in each
zone.

Bird surveys at Marsdenia from July 2020 to June
2021 recorded 25 bird species comprising 87
individuals, including 3 Little Lorikeets (Parvipsitta
pusilla) listed as Vulnerable, seen feeding on
flowering Eucalypts on 28th August 2020. This record
makes a total of 41 bird species recorded on the
property to date.

Additional species for the property are the
Australian Owlet-nightjar (Aegotheles
cristatus), Pheasant Coucal (Centropus
phasianinus), Topknot Pigeon (Lopholaimus
antarcticus) and Buff-banded Rail
(Hypotaenidia philippensis). The Coucal is a
rare visitor to the Sydney region and like the
Rail, prefers wetter habitat and Topknots are
a rainforest pigeon, these 3 additions
reflecting more water in the landscape. These
additions bring the total number of bird
species recorded at Wallaroo to 165.

Bird surveys at Thornbill from July 2020 to June 2021
recorded 31 bird species comprising 126 individuals,
including a Buff-rumped Thornbill (Acanthiza
reguloides) seen on a coach tour of the properties on
29th May 2021. The record of 6 Yellow-tailed Black
Cockatoos seen on 10th April make a total of 57 bird
species recorded on the property to date.

‘Thornbill’

‘Wombat’
Surveys at Wombat from July 2020 to June
2021 recorded 85 bird species comprising
1,635 individuals. Over 100 volunteer hours
were spent conducting the monthly surveys
by up to 5 persons. The Yellow-tufted
Honeyeater (Lichenostomus melanops) was
the 13th Honeyeater species recorded for
Wombat and brings the total to 112 bird
species since surveys began.

Bird observers in action at ‘Wallaroo’ © Mark Fuller
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Community Engagement & Volunteers
CLC had 103 registered members in the
2020-21 year.
From April 2020, CLC has been working an
Environment Restoration Fund grant which is
$400,000 rolled out over three years. The
grant was achieved by Melissa McIntosh MP,
Member for Lindsay, as a Commonwealth
Government commitment to the environment
and we are very thankful for this commitment.
There are aspects of the grant which provide
for community participation on the property
through specific events but this is minimal
compared to events which occurred with an
earlier 20 Million Trees grant. It is observable
that the reduced human activity has facilitated
increased Macropod activity.
Regular community engagement events such
as bushcare, Streamwatch and bird surveys will
continue as Covid-19 restrictions permit and
are open to the public. Greater volunteer
turnout for bushcare would be most welcome.
We continue our association with Cumberland
Bird Observers Club (CBOC) and Blue
Mountains Bird Observers (BMBO).

A coach tour of properties in May 2021 attracted 25
members of the public who were shown restoration
works CLC is doing on the properties in its care.
Also in May 2021, CLC was invited to give a
presentation of our activities at a Greater Sydney
Landcare Network forum.
During the year there were 5 occasions of TAFE
students being invited onto CLC properties for
training in bush regeneration. A total of 65
participants were involved i.e. 13 per event.
Our facebook presence continues and has 816
followers.
If you are interested in helping CLC protect & restore
our environment please contact
president@cumberlandlc.org.au or speak to any of
our committee members.

An Intrepid Landcare campout occurred
in February 2021 with 12, mainly young
adults, camping overnight at ‘Wallaroo’
and, during the day, retrieving tree
planting guards no longer required.
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Get Involved
CLC’s work brings together a broad community
of committed people who strive to secure and
protect our natural environment. Supporters
participate as financial donors, volunteers, pro
bono service providers, partners and
collaborators and all are fundamental to our
success.

in-kind support, workplace volunteering and land
negotiations.

NGO and Government

Schools and Educational Institutions

CLC encourages partnerships with other NGOs
and government agencies to deliver real
conservation outcomes for Western Sydney.
CLC extends its gratitude to the wonderful
support of our current partners including
Melissa McIntosh MP, Member for Lindsay;
Commonwealth Department of Industry,
Science, Energy and Resources; Greater Sydney
Local Land Services; Landcare NSW and
Greater Sydney Landcare Network. Together
we have delivered best possible land
management and conservation options for the
Cumberland Plain.

CLC seeks involvement of schools and educational
institutions in understanding the function of the
nation's natural heritage and how the representation
resting in Western Sydney can be assisted in
function. CLC offers venues and trainers for
education and on-ground experience to this end. CLC
is a player in the Earthwatch driven citizen science
schools program facilitating on-site school-based
science programs which contribute to scientific
literature.

Corporate
Our work offers an opportunity to provide
cost-effective and meaningful change for
Western Sydney's environment. CLC
encourages corporate support for our
conservation work and we are presently
seeking new corporate partners. A diversity of
opportunities exist, including financial support,

CLC expresses its heartfelt thanks to the ongoing
corporate support provided by Hally Labels, Nexia
Australia and TransGrid all of which has assisted in
restoring the environment in Western Sydney.

Members & Volunteers
None of CLC’s work would be possible without the
dedication and expertise of our volunteer base.
Whether visiting as a Landcare volunteer or assisting
behind-the-scenes there are numerous opportunities
to help protect and restore our local environment.
Regular volunteer opportunities including Landcare
and biodiversity survey & monitoring are advertised
on the CLC webpage calendar. For other
opportunities please contact us to discuss an
opportunity that suits
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Finance & Governance Report
CLC is a volunteer operated not-for-profit incorporated association and is registered as a charity with
the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission (ACNC). CLC complies fully with ACNC
regulations.
Our financial statements are independently audited. Below is a summary of the key items from the
financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2021.
Sources of income
Grant funding
Donations
Membership fees & other income
Interest

$130,000
$5,703
$2,364
$70

Total income

$138,137

Grant funding
Pest management (See note below)
Grant administration
Depreciation

$131,809
$2,112
$2,626
$2,000

Total expenses

$138,547

Expenses

Cash held
Cash at bank at beginning of year
Receipts
Payments
Cash at bank at end of year

$25,683
$138,137
($139,551)
$24,269

Note:
Greater Sydney Local Land Services Grant Funding Expenditure against the grant for Mulgoa Valley
Vertebrate Pest Management has been extended to 30 June 2022. As at 30 June 2021 a balance of
$9,999 remained to be expended by then.
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Where CLC Invested in 2020-21

EXPENDITURE
Admin 11%
Equipment 3%
Research 6%

Pest Mgmt 7%
Comm. Eng 2%

Weeding/Planting
71%
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Volunteer Profile
Wendy Au
“My interest in bush caring stemmed from my love of bushwalking. Being an active bushwalker for
over 20 years, I’ve become deeply connected with nature and aware of the impact of human activities
on the environment. I began volunteering in bushcare in 2014, and a few years later I studied
Conservation & Land Management with TAFE to learn more about bush regeneration and weed
management. I’ve been a member and regular volunteer of CLC at the property ‘Wallaroo’ since 2018. I
enjoy working with everyone in the CLC family, and I’m very grateful to them for sharing their
extensive knowledge and experience with me (and providing the yummy morning tea!) It is very
encouraging to witness the positive transformation of ‘Wallaroo’, and the vast amount of wildlife it
supports, through the hard work of a very committed team. I look forward to spending many more
years helping CLC to look after the native flora and fauna of the beautiful Cumberland Plain
Woodlands.

Wendy Au
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